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Colour key chart and approximate timings for each stage

Pre litigation correspondence and discussions 2 - 6 weeks

Issue of proceedings and exchange of Statements of Case 6 - 12 weeks

Directions and compliance with the same 24 - 40 weeks

Interim applications Various

Trial Various

Post trial 12 - 16 weeks



Acknowledgement  

 of service

A formal document to be served by D which acknowledges 

receipt of the Claim Form and states whether D admits all or any 

of the claim and if not admitting it, that it intends to defend it

Allocation 

Questionnaire

A document required to be filed at Court once the exchange 

of Statements of Case has been completed which sets out 

information about the action so that the case is allocated to the 

appropriate Court and relevant directions are made

Case Management 

Conference

A meeting between the parties and the Court to discuss matters 

relating to the conduct of the litigation and in particular to set the 

Directions. The need for a meeting can sometimes be avoided 

if the parties agree the directions in advance and simply submit 

these to the Court for consideration

Claim Form The formal document which sets out the general claims made by C

Claimant (“C”) The person or company bringing a claim

Costs The reasonable costs incurred by a party

Damages
The losses suffered by C which, if C succeeds in proving its claim, 

should be payable to it by D by way of compensation

Default judgment
Judgement which is given because D has failed to answer the 

claim with a defence

Defence The formal document in which D sets out their response to the claim

Defendant (“D”) The person or company against whom or which a claim is brought

Directions
An order of the Court setting out when certain actions in the 

litigation should take place

Disclosure

A process by which all parties carry out a reasonable search for 

all documents which are relevant to the claim that they have in 

their possession, power or control and produce a list to be served 

on the other parties

Enforcement The process by which compliance with the final judgment is secured

Evidence
Written statements given by witnesses in support of the claim or a 

particular application

Final Injunction An injunction which is granted as part of the final judgment at trial

Injunction
An order made by the Court that usually prohibits D from doing 

something or may sometimes positively require that D does something

Inspection The process by which the parties review the documents listed in 

disclosure by the other parties

Interim Application
An application made by the Court on a particular matter during 

the course of the litigation but before the trial.
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Interim Injunction 

An injunction which is granted before the trial of the claim to 

preserve the status quo until that time and which may be fitted at 

any time by the Court during the litigation process if it no longer 

feels an interim injunction is needed

Judgment The order of the Court setting out its decision on the claim

Letter Before Action

Letter sent to defendant setting out the claim prior to the issue of 

proceedings usually setting out the terms on which the claimant 

will agree not to pursue litigation

Notice to Admit Facts

A notice served by one party on the other to admit certain facts. If 

they agree to admit the facts then these do not have to be proven 

at trial. If they are not admitted and are subsequently found by the 

judge to have been proven at trial, the party which refused to admit 

the facts is liable to the other for the costs of proving the same

Particulars (of Claim) The formal document which sets out the detailed claims made by C

Pre Trial Review

A meeting between the parties and the Court shortly before the trial is 

due to take place to discuss compliance with the direction and what, 

if anything, else needs to be done so that the trial can proceed

Reply
A document served by C setting its response to any points raised by D in 

its defence which are not already found within the Particulars of Claim

Specific Disclosure

An application under which one party requests that the Court 

order the other to disclose a certain document or documents 

which are relevant to the litigation

Statements of Case
The formal documents served by the parties settling out their case 

i.e. the Claim Form, Particulars of Claim, Defence and Reply

Summary Judgment A process by which C may apply to the Court for judgment on the 

basis that D has no real prospect of successfully defending the claim

Trial The full hearing of the claim which will usually result in a final judgment

Undertakings

Contractual promises made by D not to carry out the acts 

complained of in the future and to carry out certain acts in return 

for C agreeing not to pursue its claim
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